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Nemo
Vision concept

Shaping the future for 
the next 10 years, the  
vision concept portrays 
a maritime traffic data 
platform combining 
public and commercial 
data in a way that 
benefits all 
stakeholders within 
the maritime 
ecosystem. 

Vision story 
The story is set in the 
future illustrating the 
different stages of the port 
visit, while stating the 
benefits and added value 
for each stakeholder. 

Data flow
The data model maps 
the stakeholder roles 
and tasks in the vision 
story as well as the 
data flow and data  
utilization throughout 
the ecosystem. 

UI/UX proto
The conceptual, 
interactive prototype 
demonstrates the 
possible user 
experience of the 
future. 

Blueprint 
The blueprint provides 
a systemic visual 
overview of the vision 
story and data flow.



In 2030, maritime logistics will utilize real-time information

sharing and process automation through digitalization. The

seller Harding signs a trade agreement with the buyer

Aronen for raw materials for the paper industry. Harding

makes a shipping contract with shipping company Nova´s

Eva that utilizes Just in Time Arrival. The data is exported

to Nemo, which is a maritime traffic data platform. Aronen 

and Harding are able to follow the movements of the cargo

from Nemo. Nemo offers Eva useful dynamic fairway and 

port guidance to support route planning. The special

conditions for winter navigation are taken into account, 

because the ship is coming to the Port of Helsinki.

0. Introduction
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Havu, confirmed as the ship agent at the Port of Helsinki, opens 

the base for the port call created by Nemo, on which the 

shipping company Nova´s Eva estimates the target ETA. The port 

call combines the information already in Nemo about the ship, 

its previous port calls and preliminary information about the 

cargo. There are dangerous goods among the cargo. The

information passes through Nemo directly to the port and the 

ship gets permission to enter. It is clear to Havu what is 

expected of him next. Havu confirms the establishment of a port 

call.

1. Creating a port call
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Havu, the ship agent, follows the ship's dynamic timeline, which 

Nemo has created, e.g. through machine learning. It shows the 

preliminary stages, times and actors of the port visit as a 

combination of realized events and forecasts of future 

events. Prospects can be created as a data product from the 

dynamic timeline.

2.0 Dynamic timeline
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Dynamic timeline

https://www.figma.com/file/ASxWSOJ6ZSLdygiHtGOrCW/UI-Proto?node-id=1174%3A40171


The shipping company Nova´s Eva and the ship agent Havu 

can order provisions, bunker and ship services for the ship

through Nemo. The vessel can add to the dynamic timeline

periods of time when deliveries cannot be made, e.g. due to 

a crew change.

2.1 Vessel service orders
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At the Port of Helsinki, Sami examines all ships from a port shared situational

picture, which allows the operators of the port to plan together the services of 

arrival and departure.

The port shared situational picture consists of the following information:

• Port traffic information: pilotage, towage & port area icebreaking, traffic 

supervisor info

• Activities of the port operator

• Detailed information about the berths

3.0 Port shared situational picture

General snapshot of the port area
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https://www.figma.com/file/ASxWSOJ6ZSLdygiHtGOrCW/UI-Proto?node-id=1174%3A41305


Nemo recommends the optimal arrival time for the ship, 

which enables Just In Time Arrival. Based on this, in the 

port, Sami gives a proposal for the berth location and 

arrival time, which is confirmed by Captain Andre. 

Information about the arrival time and berth location is 

transmitted via Nemo to various actors. The optimal 

arrival time enables the port and various actors to 

operate in a more efficient way and benefit the

environment.

3.1 Recommended arrival time
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The ship's captain, Andre, is offered ship-

specific dynamic fairway and port guidance, which utilizes the 

port’s shared situational picture. The dynamic

fairway guidance consists of information about vessels moving 

on the fairway and combines pilotage operational data, 

weather data and an ice chart. Nemo gives the ship all the 

necessary information about arrival at the Port of Helsinki.

4. Updating the dynamic fairway
and port guidance
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The import cargo is loaded onto the ship in Travemünde, the 

departure notification information is updated to the arrival 

notification in Nemo. The ship's dynamic timeline and the 

dynamic fairway and port guidance are updated with real-time 

information. The pilotage receives preliminary information from 

Nemo as automatic notifications.

Shipping company Nova´s Eva updates Nemo on the ship's 

waste management needs. Nemo provides instructions on local 

waste management practices. The information from the waste 

advance notification is forwarded to Sami at the Port of 

Helsinki, who will be able to plan operations.

5. Updating preliminary 
information and waste 
management planning
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The ship agent, Havu, receives a personalized notification

of missing port call information based on the ETA, e.g. 6 

hours before the 24-hour deadline. The agent’s

confirmation of the transport of dangerous goods is 

missing.

Havu validates the port call data collected in Nemo.  Data 

editing and validation is easy. The system guides the user

to fill in the data according to obligations and regulations. 

It's easy to send the arrival notification in time.

6. Sending a notification of arrival

Sending a notification of arrival
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https://www.figma.com/file/ASxWSOJ6ZSLdygiHtGOrCW/UI-Proto?node-id=1174%3A42804


Export cargo is brought to the port before the ship arrives.  

Captain Andre confirms that Nemo is allowed to send a binding

pilotage request.

The fuel supplier, provisions and waste management follow the

arrival of the ship through the port shared situational picture and 

optimize their own operations based on that. Suppliers are also

interested in cargo information and port operator schedules.

Suppliers can use Nemo as a communication channel, where they

inform the ship about the exact time and estimated duration of 

e.g. bunkering or waste management.

7. Port services
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A port traffic shared situational picture including information of 

pilotage, towage, port area icebreaking and traffic supervisors, 

from which different actors can see the real-time workflow

situation and the preliminary estimate formed by orders and can 

better optimize their own operations.

Nemo shows that the ship requires a tug when arriving at the 

Port of Helsinki. Nemo provides advance information of this 

requirement, which the ship agent, Havu, can confirm.

8. Port traffic shared situational
picture

Snapshot of port traffic 17

https://www.figma.com/proto/ASxWSOJ6ZSLdygiHtGOrCW/UI-Proto?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=465%3A115494&viewport=-2519%2C-3345%2C0.12&scaling=contain&starting-point-node-id=465%3A117704


The crane in the port is broken, which increases the

unloading time of the previous ship. Actors receive

information about the adjusted arrival time, Virtual Arrival

and the waiting berth on the ship’s dynamic timeline.

Fuel and provisions suppliers and trucking companies

coming to the port will receive notifications about the

adjustments. The timeline shows who has seen the

information. This way the ship agent, Havu, can make

sure that the information has been received. Suppliers 

can come to the port at the right time, which reduces

unnecessary work for them and optimizes resources.

9. Virtual Arrival and change 
communications
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The ship agent, Havu, has confirmed to Nemo that the ATA can

come directly from the automooring system. Havu has pre-

completed those Customs declarations that Nemo will send

automatically in the middle of the night based on ATA. Captain

Andre gives Nemo a Notice of Readiness, Havu can confirm it 

later and Nemo will pass the information on.

10. Arrival at the port of
Helsinki
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Operators utilize the port’s shared situational picture and the

ship's dynamic timeline to optimize port visit functions. The port

operator can schedule cargo handling based on the ship's optimal

departure time, inform other actors about the status of the

operation on the ship's timeline, and benefit from the information

being passed on.  This speeds up the procedures affecting the

ship's departure, which shortens turnaround times and thereby

increases productivity.

Aronen, the buyer of the cargo, receives notifications that the

imported cargo has arrived at the destination port, has been

unloaded from the ship and transported onward.

11. Cargo flow optimization
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The systems of the authorities are integrated into Nemo. 

The ship receives information about official inspections

already conducted as well as those upcoming official

inspections, which are announced in advance.

The fairway due process has been automated and clarified. 

Nemo provides directly most of the information needed for 

fairway dues. Requests for additional information and the

status of decision-making are displayed in Nemo. Customs

confirms the decisions proposed by Nemo.

12.0 Integrations with authorities
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The ship's record of garbage discharges is in Nemo, where

Traficom can check it if necessary. The waste service

company issues a waste receipt electronically. Based on 

these, the shipping company retains the acquired Green Value 

certificate.

12.1 Record of garbage discharges
and waste receipt
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The activities of pilotage, towage, port area icebreaking and 

traffic supervisors are described in the port traffic shared

situational picture. The ship's dynamic timeline shows

information about the completion of loading and the time of 

deliveries. Captain Andre adds information about the time

needed for other departure preparations to the timeline, from

where it is forwarded. It is easy to schedule the ship's

departure time using the port traffic shared situational

picture so that different actors are available. The ship wants

to leave as early as possible so that it can go more slowly

later, benefitting the environment and saving costs.

13. Optimized departure time
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After departure, Nemo compiles a Statement of Facts data 

product directly from the system, to which comments can be

added before approval and signing.

Reports and statistics can be created automatically from

Nemo's data, e.g. related to the key performance indicators

of different actors. Traficom’s Shipping Traffic statistics

receives high-quality, correct and reliable information. 

Instead of manual checking and correction, Traficom can

focus on producing data products for Statistics Finland and 

further to Eurostat.

14. Utilization of data products
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Thanks to Nemo, manual update and extra backup work 

has been reduced. The information is available in real 

time, so operations have been optimized and 

exceptional situations can be dealt with more 

easily. Due to good planning, the turnaround times of 

ships in the port have been shortened, which has made 

the operation of the port more efficient and increased 

the productivity of the organizations operating there.

15. Increasing productivity
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